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FIND YOUR INNER POET!
April is National Poetry Month, so what better time to
get creative with poems? If you haven't written one
since grade school or you're afraid you wouldn't be
good at it, rest assured that there's no "one right way"
to write a poem.
In this issue, you'll find a special offer, tips for making
symbols work in your poems, and encouragement to let
loose and create. And, be sure to check out the
Provisional Pen blog this month for more poetry-related
content.
Happy Writing!
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News @
ONLINE MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL PRICE
During this uncertain time, people need to stay connected in
the safest possible ways. So, we are pleased to offer one
such option through the extension of our introductory prices
on monthly or annual Provisional Pen memberships for the
duration of stay-at-home orders. As a reminder, right now
you can enjoy a monthly membership at $10/month,
starting with a free 7 day trial. Or, you can opt for an annual
membership, currently priced at $110 (a savings of $10
compared to 12 months of membership at our introductory
monthly rate).
Our online membership gives you access to a supportive
writing community, group coaching, and a variety of
resources, so you can participate from a safe distance.
Staying connected can help you navigate the writing
process with less stress, and who couldn't use that?

To learn more or to
join our
membership
community, please
visit our Become A
Member page.
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WRITING TIP
OF THE MONTH
USE SYMBOLS EFFECTIVELY
We can use symbols in many types of writing, and

tone, that should clue your readers in. You can

poetry is certainly no exception. If you need

even use a single object in multiple ways within a

inspiration, just look outside: the sun can represent

poem. Right now, you might write a poem that

warmth, hope, a bright future ahead. Take a listen,

delights in the abundance of wildlife in places we

too: birdsong can symbolize happiness and

don't normally see so much before ending with a

beauty.

contemplation of what is currently absent from
these places: the hustle and bustle of humanity.

Symbols are not always straightforward, though.

You would be using wild animals to represent both

For example, the sun could also represent danger

the wonder of the unexpected and the jarring

if you look at it in terms of exposure to UV rays;

nature of such rapid change.

you could paint the sun as something deceptively
beautiful that can hurt us in the long run. Even

As you can see, symbolism can be complicated.

that birdsong could represent a longing for

But, unless your goal is to write a poem of

happier times if that's how you choose to portray

symbols without an overarching meaning, you'll

it. We're not saying this to be negative, only to

want to be sure to choose symbols that make

show that you have many choices to make when

sense and work together in some way. You can

using symbolism in poetry.

still pair up positive and negative symbols as long
as the effect works towards giving meaning to

How will readers know what meaning you're

your poem. And, remember, you can use symbols

trying to portray through symbols? If you're using

sparingly in poetry; just one symbol can carry a

them in a traditional way, readers will recognize

whole poem.

them. If not, you'll use certain words, a certain
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MONTHLY WRITING
INSPIRATION
TRY MAGNETIC POETRY®
Writing can often be very challenging, but it can

designed for children over three years of age (or

also be really fun. Especially if you let go every

older in some cases). And, the kits from their

once in a while and just let your mind play. Some

thematic collection are definitely worth checking

of your best work might be inspired by

out. One of our staffers received the "Mixed-Up

something you started on a whim, guided by

Movie Lines" kit as a gift, and over the years, she

creativity rather than ambition. This month, we

and her spouse have enjoyed competing to see

recommend magnetic poetry® to fuel your inner

who can create the most ridiculous poem.

poet.

Beyond the fun, there's just something so
rewarding about the tactile experience of

What is magnetic poetry®? Pretty much what it

physically rearranging words and phrases.

sounds like. You use magnets printed with words
or phrases to compose poems. Sort of a mix and

However, if you don't have a lot of fridge display

match kind of deal. The company and their kits

space or you worry about small children getting

have been around for a while, but now you have

to the magnets, there's a virtual option. Simply

more options when it comes to content or even

visit magneticpoetry.com (the same website

how you access magnetic poetry®.

where you can purchase their physical products)
and click the "play online" link. You can choose to

These days, you can purchase a variety of

work with one of five kits, or try their "family-

versions in addition to the "Original Edition." The

friendly play online page," a great option for

Magnetic Poetry® company even offers kits

parents seeking a creative collaborative activity.
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